2017 Book List

**January**: "A Man Called Ove" by Fredrik Backman - recommended by Mary Tatum, Oklahoma Beta

**February**: "Me Before You" by Jojo Moyes - recommended by Michelina Sullivan, Illinois Alpha

**March**: "On the Beach" by Nevil Shute - recommended by Wynne Whitman, Pennsylvania Eta

**April**: "Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of Black Women Mathematicians Who Helped the Space Race" by Margot Lee Shetterly - recommended by Simone Becque, Michigan Beta

**May**: "The Night Circus" by Erin Morgenstern - recommended by Michelina Sullivan, Illinois Alpha

**June**: "The Light Between Oceans" by M.L. Stedman - recommended by Lucie Wisehart, Wyoming Alpha

**July**: "The Handmaid's Tale" by Margaret Atwood - recommended by Bree Melton, Virginia Theta

**August**: "Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother" by Amy Chua - recommended by Charlene Batolo, South Dakota Alpha

**September**: "The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks" by Rebecca Skloot - recommended by Simone Becque, Michigan Beta

**October**: "Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children" by Ransom Riggs - recommended by Lucie Wisehart, Wyoming Alpha

**November**: "A Century of November" by W.D. Wetherell - recommended by Charlene Bartolo, South Dakota Alpha

**December**: "Disclaimer" by Renee Knight - recommended by Wynne Whitman, Pennsylvania Eta